Look forward to hearing your TV clearly again

Dennis Taylor
Embassy World Snooker Champion

TV Listeners
Struggling to hear speech on the TV clearly?
A high-quality TV listening system is the easy solution.

Listen with Confidence

Television provides a great source of enjoyment for many people but when listening becomes a strain much of that pleasure is lost.

With family and friends the difference in their preferred volume is often frustrating and can be annoying to others. A Sennheiser cordless TV listener produces the finest quality stereo sound, allows you to control your individual volume and can even enhance speech intelligibility.

• Enjoy TV or music with your family
• Watch TV in bed or read in peace
• Listen just the way you like it*

* Solutions are available both for use with and without hearing aids.

With a Sennheiser headset it is possible to improve the quality of your life or those of a family or friend overnight. It is simple to turn up the sound without disturbing people close by.

Treat your friends, or your family or why not treat yourself – you deserve it.

Why Sennheiser?

For more than 60 years, the name Sennheiser has been synonymous with top-quality products and tailor-made solutions for the recording and transmission of sound.

• Millions of our headphones, microphones and headsets are used daily all over the world
• The company remains family-owned and continues to be characterised by new ideas and innovation
• Our headsets are simple to use and have already won many awards
• All of our products carry a two-year guarantee
Dear Sir or Madam
I thought I must send my thanks by email as your product review form feedback was not adequate to give my full feelings that I feel at this moment, I contacted you only a week ago enquiring about the Set 900 model explaining that my mother of 102 years was completely deaf in 1 ear and has very little hearing in the other, and for many years now has just looked at the TV but could not hear anything, and family and friends had to shout in her left ear to get her to hear anything, you assured me that the Set 900 was the best on the market and would help her significantly, also with the knowledge that I could return the goods for refund as long as the goods were sent back in the same condition as I received them this made up my mind to purchase.

Within 2 days I received the goods, I read the installation manual over night and bearing in mind I am 75 years old myself found instructions very easy to follow, I took the hearing aid to my mothers the following day as I had charged the battery the previous evening it only took roughly 30 mins to set up, and to see her face light up when she put the headphones on was magic, she said I can hear you talking and I can hear the TV, she could not stop laughing, my sister and I know that for whatever time she has left she will have a much better quality of life. Thanks.

Mr E Wilson, Bristol

Which product will best suit my needs?

Choose from three transmission options
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Cabled (wired) headphones
For close proximity listening
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Infra-red (wireless) headsets
Freedom of movement in one room

Pages 10-11
Radio (wireless) headsets & headphones
Freedom of movement in multiple rooms

Both types of WIRELESS technology incorporate a transmitter and receiver system. The wireless headphone transmitter is what connects you to your audio source (stereo, TV etc.), while the receiver is actually built into the headphones.
HD 35 TV
- Lightweight headphones for personal TV listening that allows you to vary the volume to your preferred level
- Open-back design – natural, true-to-life high quality sound; can still hear your surroundings
- This also means no outside distractions to interrupt your listening pleasure!
- Long 6 m cable with handy separate left and right ear volume control built into cable
- The maximum volume is set by your TV amplifier (not by the in-line volume control) – and is set for you alone

Advantages of cabled (wired) headphones
- Extremely simple to set-up – just plug into a headphone socket on your TV or Hi-Fi
- Generally lower cost in comparison to wireless options
- No need to charge/replace the batteries
- Integrated right/left volume control in the cable allows you to easily set the volume you require for each ear independently
- Wireless technology is always susceptible to interference and/or signal loss
Set 830-TV
- Specifically designed for those with a mild to moderate hearing loss
- Boosts stereo sound to the ear when listening to TV, Hi-Fi or radio, great for wearers of glasses
- Large easy to use volume control on the headset
- Control to set left-right ear volume separately
- The headset switches on automatically as soon as you put them on
- 12 hours continuous use; simply place the headset into the base station’s charging compartment to recharge
- Three audio enhancement settings allow you to adjust the sound to your individual needs

Set 830 S
- A special version of the Set 830-TV that is ideal for wearers of hearing aids with a T switch using an included induction loop
- The lanyard can either be clipped onto your clothes or worn around the neck
- OR normal headphones can also be connected to the lanyard receiver

Advantages of infra-red (wireless) headsets
✓ Uses an infra-red light to transmit the sound – similar to a remote control
✓ Up to 12 m range – freedom from cumbersome cables (and no cable to trip over)
✓ Superb hearing quality unaffected by interference from other devices e.g. a wireless computer network
✓ Better quality of sound than from using radio waves – true stereo (left and right) separation
✓ Listening is private – and signals cannot overlap and interfere with other users in the same house
Wireless
radio (for use in multiple rooms)

Set 840-TV/ 840 S
• These are essentially the same as the Set 830-TV and Set 830 S, but do not transmit an infra-red signal, instead they transmit a radio signal up to 100 m
• You can therefore, move freely throughout the house or in the garden and still enjoy the television or radio channel

RS 170*
• Superb over-the-head digital headphone with surround sound mode, great for film lovers
• The headphone volume can be easily adjusted on the earpiece
• Closed-back design, so will not disturb others, up to four headphones can be used from one source
• Multi-purpose base station – place the headphones back here after use for both storage and easy re-charging
• No set-up required, just plug and play

RS 180*
• As RS 170 but open-backed design for a more natural and detailed sound reproduction
• Additional balance control for separate right/left volume adjustment
• Amazing automatic volume control for maximum speech clarity – self-adjusts the volume according to what you are listening to

Advantages of radio (wireless) headsets or headphones?
✔ Uses radio frequencies to transmit the sound – similar to a radio
✔ Up to 100 sq m range – passing through walls and around objects, listen upstairs or out in the garden
✔ You can relax in the garden while listening to your favourite music or TV programme
✔ Lightweight and comfortable, it is easy to move around and forget you are even wearing headphones
✔ RF wireless is the preferred solution for Plasma TVs (not LCD), as plasma screen emissions can interfere with the infra-red signal

RS 4200 TV
• Stereo TV listening system with superb sound quality and simple and elegant design
• Specifically designed to enhance speech intelligibility for TV, but can also be used for music as well
• Battery lasts for 9 hours, re-charging period of just 3 hours, easy automatic tuning

*Safety warning: the RS 170 and RS 180 headphones contain magnets which generate a magnetic field which could cause interference with cardiac pacemakers and implanted defibrillators
Look for the infra-red symbol in public venues. Check with venue first.
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